


Grading for this assignment will be based on answer quality, logic / organization of the paper, a

rubric.

Points: 130 Assignment 3: Small Business Program and Source
Selection Plans

Criteria

Unacceptable

Below 70% F

Fair

70-79% C

Proficient

80-89% B

Exempla

90-100%

1. Examine the purpose

of the federal small

business program to

include a historical

aspect of the

government regulations

that created the

program.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or

incompletely

examined the

purpose of the

federal small

business program to

include a historical

aspect of the

government

regulations that

created the program.

Partially examined

the purpose of the

federal small

business program

to include a

historical aspect of

the government

regulations that

created the

program.

Satisfactorily

examined the

purpose of the

federal small

business program

to include a

historical aspect of

the government

regulations that

created the

program.

Thoroughly

examined the

purpose of the

federal small

business prog

to include a

historical aspe

the governme

regulations th

created the

program.

2. Evaluate the small

business set-aside

program in regard to the

eligibility to participate.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or

incompletely

evaluated the small

business set-aside

program in regard to

the eligibility to

participate.

Partially evaluated

the small business

set-aside program

in regard to the

eligibility to

participate.

Satisfactorily

evaluated the small

business set-aside

program in regard

to the eligibility to

participate.

Thoroughly

evaluated the

business set-a

program in reg

to the eligibilit

participate.

3. Assess the dollar

threshold reserved for

small business

contracts in the

scenario.

Weight: 10%

Did not submit or

incompletely

assessed the dollar

threshold reserved

for small business

contracts in the

scenario.

Partially assessed

the dollar threshold

reserved for small

business contracts

in the scenario.

Satisfactorily

assessed the dollar

threshold reserved

for small business

contracts in the

scenario.

Thoroughly

assessed the 

threshold rese

for small busin

contracts in th

scenario.

4. Analyze the contract

formats for government

contracts to include

universal and

commercial formats.

Determine which format

to use for the small

business contract

described in the

scenario.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or

incompletely

analyzed the

contract formats for

government

contracts to include

universal and

commercial formats.

Did not submit or

incompletely

determined which

format to use for the

small business

contract described in

the scenario.

Partially analyzed

the contract formats

for government

contracts to include

universal and

commercial

formats. Partially

determined which

format to use for

the small business

contract described

in the scenario.

Satisfactorily

analyzed the

contract formats for

government

contracts to include

universal and

commercial

formats.

Satisfactorily

determined which

format to use for the

small business

contract described

in the scenario.

Thoroughly

analyzed the

contract forma

government

contracts to in

universal and

commercial

formats. Thoro

determined w

format to use 

the small busi

contract descri

in the scenario

5. Determine the

purpose of the source

selection evaluation

plan.

Did not submit or

incompletely

determined the

purpose of the

source selection

evaluation plan.

Partially determined

the purpose of the

source selection

evaluation plan.

Satisfactorily

determined the

purpose of the

source selection

evaluation plan.

Thoroughly

determined th

purpose of the

source selecti

evaluation pla




